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ROLAND INTRODUCES NOISE EATER PRODUCTS FOR V-DRUMS 
Innovative Sound Isolation Units for Kick Pads/Pedals and Hi-Hat Pedals 

 
Los Angeles, CA, January 15, 2014 — Roland is pleased to announce the NE-10 and 
NE-1 Noise Eater, two unique new sound isolation devices designed for use with kick 
pads/pedals and hi-hat pedals in a V-Drums set. Affordable and easy to use, Noise 
Eater products provide highly effective acoustic sound isolation for V-Drums when 
they’re played on upper floors of multi-level structures, including houses, apartments, 
condos, offices, lesson studios, and more. 
 
One of the many benefits of V-Drums—and their patented mesh-head pads in 
particular—is that they’re extremely quiet acoustically, allowing players to use 
headphones to practice and record in situations where it would be impossible to use 
acoustic drums. However, the physical action of using kick and hi-hat pedals in a multi-
level building can result in unwelcome noise and vibration being transferred to rooms 
below via direct sound conduction through the floor. 
 
Roland’s innovative Noise Eater technology helps eliminate this problem so that V-
Drums users can enjoy playing without disturbing family members and neighbors in 
adjoining rooms and living spaces. Based on Roland’s tests, the powerful isolating 
properties of Noise Eater products reduce noise transfer to rooms below by 
approximately 75 percent over using pedals without them, a dramatic improvement that 
lets users play freely in situations where this noise could otherwise be a problem. 
 
The NE-10 Noise Eater is a compact sound isolation board designed to be placed under 
a V-Drums kick pad/pedal or hi-hat control pedal. It features multiple dome-shaped 
rubber dampers for sound isolation and a low-profile design that doesn’t affect playing 
feel or stability. The NE-10 can be used standalone with a Roland KD-9 Kick Pad, KD-7 
Kick Trigger, or FD-8 Hi-Hat Control Pedal. 
 
The NE-1 Noise Eater is a small sound isolation foot intended to be used as necessary 
along with the NE-10 Noise Eater. It features a unique rubber damper structure that 
provides maximum sound isolation in a very compact and efficient device. When using a 
Roland KD-140/KD-120 V-Kick or a hi-hat stand for the Roland VH-13/VH-11 V-Hi-Hat, 
users should place the NE-10 under the pedal and NE-1 units under each stand leg as 
needed. 
 
For maximum effectiveness, Roland recommends that Noise Eater products be used 
under all kick and hi-hat pedals and all legs on mesh-head kick pads and hi-hat stands in 
a V-Drums set. 
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For more information, visit www.RolandConnect.com. 
 
 
 

--------- 
 
About Roland Corporation 
Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 
including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, digital recording 
equipment, amplifiers, audio processors, and multimedia products. With more than 40 years of 
musical instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the world to 
follow. For more information, visit www.RolandUS.com or see your local Roland dealer. 
 
For high-resolution images of this product, please visit RolandUS.com/Media and for embeddable 
videos, visit YouTube.com/RolandChannel. 
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